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Legal Disclaimer

Legal Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING IN THIS WHITEPAPER CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL,
BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT
YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) IMMEDIATELY.

All information and materials contained in this document are provided for informational purposes only and are subject to
change at any time. MPV Capitals Ltd. (“The Company”) may add information to, remove or amend any information and/or
material contained in this document at any time and at its sole discretion. Due to legal and regulatory uncertainty in certain
jurisdictions, a person will not be eligible to and shall not subscribe for MPV Tokens (“MPV”) if the person is a citizen or
resident (tax or otherwise) of any country or state
i.

where the subscription of MPV or other similar products may be prohibited, or

ii.

where the MPV related transactions are deemed to be not compliant with the
applicable laws and regulations.

This Whitepaper, and other information relating to the MPV provided by The Company in whatsoever forms and any copy
thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any jurisdiction where distribution or dissemination of these documents/
information is prohibited or restricted.
No information or materials contained herein should be construed as a solicitation, offer or recommendation, to buy or sell
any products or services, regardless if those products and services are viewed by you as investable or non-investable assets,
to execute any transactions or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. You should not regard the information and/
or materials as a substitute for the exercise of your own judgment. Any opinions are subject to change and may differ or be
contrary to opinions expressed in another context as a result of using different assumptions and criteria.
The Company does not provide advice of investment, legal or tax nature and nothing herein should be construed as being
financial, legal, tax or other advice. The Company does not represent that any products and services discussed herein are
suitable for any person.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, The Company and its founders, team members
and any third party involved in the corporate exercises set out in this Whitepaper shall not be liable for any indirect, special,
incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in part, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue,
income or profits, and loss of use or data) by you, arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this
Whitepaper or any part thereof and/or information provided by The Company.
Whether taken as a whole or read in part, this Whitepaper is not, and should not be regarded as, any form of legal, financial, tax,
or other professional advice. No decisions should be made solely based on the contents or information found in this document.
When making a decision about any transactions involving the corporate exercises set out herein, you should seek the advice of
a legal or other relevant professional advisor or qualified expert. You are responsible for any and all evaluations, assessments,
and decisions you make in relation to investing in MPV. You may request for additional information from The Company in
relation to this offer of the MPV. The Company may, but is not obliged to, disclose such information depending on whether
i.

it is legal to do so and

ii.

the requested information is reasonably necessary to verify the information
contained in this Whitepaper.
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Legal Disclaimer

Upon receiving any MPV, you will be deemed to have reviewed this
Whitepaper (and any information requested and obtained from The
Company) in full and to have agreed to the terms of this offering of the
MPV, including to the fact that the issuance of MPV falls within the scope
as defined in Section 86 of Labuan Financial Services and Securities
Act 2010, of which The Company received its Token issuance licence by
Labuan Financial Services Authority.
This document may contain statements that constitute “forward-looking
statements”. While these forward-looking statements may represent
judgment and future expectations of The Company, a number of
risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual
developments and results to differ materially from those judgment and
future expectations. The Company will give its update or alter its forwardlooking statements whether as a result of new information, future events,
or otherwise, whenever appropriate.
This document may contain third-party content or links or reference to third-party websites.
These content and links are provided solely for your convenience and information. The Company
has no control over, does not assume any responsibility for and does not make any warranties or
representations as to, any third-party content or websites, including but not limited to, the accuracy,
subject matter, quality or timeliness.
The Company, or if any, the applicable third-party owner, retains all right, title and interest
(including copyrights, trademarks, patents, as well as any other intellectual property or other right)
in all information and content (including all text, data, graphics and logos) in this document.
Individual pages and/or sections of this document may be printed for personal or internal use only,
and provided that such printouts retain all applicable copyright or other proprietary notices,
including this disclaimer.
The information in this document is current only as of the date on the cover hereof. For any time
after the cover date of this document, the information may have changed. Neither the delivery of this
document nor any sale made in the related token offering shall, under any circumstances, constitute
a representation that no such changes have occurred. The Company does not make or purport to
make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty, undertaking, or other assurance in any
form whatsoever to any person, including any representations, warranties, undertakings, or other
assurances in relation to the truth, accuracy, or completeness of any part of the information in this
Whitepaper. The Company further expressly disclaims any liability for errors, delays, or omissions in,
or for any action taken in reliance on the information provided by the Company.
This Whitepaper shall be written in both Chinese and in English. Both language versions
are considered to be equally authentic. In the event of any discrepancy between the two
aforementioned versions, the English version shall prevail in determining the spirit, intent,
and meaning of this Whitepaper.

Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Real estate as the single largest asset classes in the world has traditionally been one of the favourite forms of
investments because of its revenue generating capability through rental yield and potential capital gains that hedge
against inflation, as well as being a physical asset class that enjoys less volatility when compared to equity markets.
Separately, blockchain technology, which is the enabler for the highly sought-after cryptocurrencies, promises great
potential in digitising real estate investment moving forward due to its unique decentralisation, transparent and
uncompromised security features.
MPV brings the best of both worlds to the market by combining real estate investment with blockchain technology,
supported by its unique “invest and own” model that revolutionises real estate investment and ownership, reaching
out to more potential investors from the onset. Each MPV token denotes the fractional ownership of the real estate
enlisted on the platform; this means that MPV token holders will not only hold the token’s value in real estate,
but will receive dividends derived from income or profit generated from the property under management.
Some of the key advantages of MPV tokens could be summarizes as follows:

HIGH
LIQUIDITY
MPV will be
listed & tradable on
cryptocurrency
exchange

Freehold
property can be
inherited by
future
generations

Annual dividend
from company
net profit to
be distributed

Relatively
low threshold
for diversified
property
participation

OFFLINE
SECURITY
Full ownership and
supervivison by
public trustee

Value of
MPV to real
estate value is
1 to 1 parity

Fully backed
by global
real estate, protect
MPV value

ONLINE
SECURITY
Adoption
of blockchain
technology

Real estate at
the world’s most
liveable cities

MPV can be
used to exchange
and rent global
real estate
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MPV tokens, which are part of the growing tokenized economy, consist of three elements: i.e. MPV tokens as digital
currency powered by blockchain with physical real estate as securitised assets. The relationship of these elements could be
illustrated as follow:

Securitise with
Physical Property

Property
A

Property
B

Property
C

MPV Token as
Digital Currency

Enabled by
Blockchain

Pledge to
Distribute Rental Proﬁt
Property Managed by

Entrusted to

MPV Investor
Token Creation

Platform

Token Sale

New Token Released for Sale

Trustee
Token Disposal
Exchange for Property with MPV Tokens

1.

Properties as securitised assets through pledging of assets at the prevailing market value to an independent trust,
companies, means each MPV token issued carries a fraction of the total real estate value under management.
New real estate that fulfils set criteria will continue to be pledged into MPV to elevate the value of MPV tokens over time.

2.

Ethereum blockchain adopted by MPV will revolutionise a well-established real estate investment to stay relevant in
the digital age, providing a secured, transparent yet efficient platform to trade digital currencies and enable real estate
ownership at a low entry cost.

3.

MPV token which essentially a digital currency that represent a fractional value of the total assets under management could
(a) receive income distributions in the form of annual dividends,
(b) be traded on cypto exchanges at a value in line with the appreciation of real estate value under management, and
(c) be the only “medium of payment” accepted to exchange physical real estate around the world.
MPV tokens are managed under a complete eco-system that is governed by a set of policies and guidelines under each
stage of its lifecycles. This paper covers the creation of MPV tokens which are backed by physical real estate assets around
the world that are valued at prevailing market prices by local certified valuers, to MPV tokens offered for sales during and
post official token sale period. The highlight of MPV is the option to exchange physical real estate using MPV tokens, with
the rate of real estate exchange fixed at the point of new token issuance when new real estate is pledged. This means
early investors of MPV tokens will benefit greatly from (a) the lower number of tokens required to exchange real estate
compared with later years, (b) the opportunity to purchase MPV tokens at lower prices. These early MPV investors will
get to own physical real estate of their choice at a discount to prevailing market prices. Besides having the option to
exchange physical real estate, MPV token holders are also entitled to income distributions in the form of dividend pay-outs.
The “icing on the cake” to the earning potential of the MPV tokens shall be the MPV token market price appreciation which
is linked to the appreciation of the real estate under management.

Chapter

01

Real Estate
as
Investment
Option
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Real Estate as Investment Option

1.1

Real Estate Market
Overview

GOLD

STOCKS

6

US$
Trillion

1.

55

US$
Trillion

BONDS

94

US$
Trillion

REAL
ESTATE

217

US$
Trillion

http://www.savills.co.uk /research_articles/188297/198667-0

Real estate, as the single largest asset class in the world, comprises nearly 60% of the value of all asset
classes including equities, bonds and gold, accounting for more than US$217 trillion in total value1.
The size of the actively managed property market was estimated at US$7.4 trillion in 20172, and attracts
around US$750 billion in annual investments and is expected to reach US$1 trillion by 20203.
Real estate has traditionally been one of the favourite forms of investment because of its natural
hedge against inflation with lower volatility when compared to equity markets. It is perceived as a good
investment option that delivers the following benefits:

•

Income generating with rental yield coming from long term or short-term rental
(e.g. Airbnb), with returns historically higher than national inflation rates;

•

Capital gains through property price increases which have always increased over time;

•

A physical asset with no time constraints that can be passed on to next generations.

Considering the above, an increasing number of investment funds coming from Asia are focusing on this
asset class and have been one of the key forces behind the surge of global property prices in the last two
decades. There are no reasons to cause this to change, and it is expected that the trend will continue for
the foreseeable future.
2.
3.

https://www.msci.com/www/research-paper/real-estate-market-size-2016/0183961169
http://www.jll.eu/emea/en-gb/news/688/global-real-estate-transaction-volumes-surpass-1trillion-by-2020-global-ageing-population-JLL
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THE SURGE OF ASIAN CAPITAL
in the Global Real Estate Market H1 2014

Cross-border Investment by

Asian Investors

Most Active

Source of Capital
EMEA

US$ 5.8BN
London

29%

Singapore

North
America

New York

US$ 4.0BN

Paris
Beijing

23%

Within Asia

Los Angeles

China

US$ 4.5BN

Sydney

Pacific

25%

Hong Kong

US$ 2.0BN
Melbourne

Offices are the most
traded asset class

5

63% Office
25% Hotel
7

Retail

3%

Industrial

2

Mixed-use

%

Malaysia

Top five destinations as a % of Total asian cross-border investment

2013

%

5%

More Diverse Destinations

1

5%

Shanghai

2

5%

Singapore

3

6%

Sydney

4

9%

New York

5

4

3
2

41%

66%
1

London

H1 2014

5

4

1

6%

Beijing

2

6%

Sydney

3

6%

Los Angeles

4

15%

New York

5

25%

London

58%

3
2
1

Source: https://www.worldpropertyjournal.com/real-estate-news/united-states/new-york-city-real-estate-news/asian-investment-in-united-states-cbre-asian-commercial-investment-in-usanbang-insurance-group-co-ltd-the-waldorf-astoria-sale-kevin-mallory-wanda-group-8565.php

This megatrend has driven up the property prices worldwide over the last decade and the pricing uptrend is becoming the
new norm moving forward. With high volatility seen in other investment instruments like equities, commodities etc,
property will continue to be one of the most preferred investment vehicles in the foreseeable future.
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The amount (SQM) of Luxury Property
US$ 1M will buy

China

SQM

200

50

100

150

215 .1

250

Cape Town

146

Dubai

136 .1

Sao Paula

97 .1

Istanbul

95 .7

Mumbai

75 .5

Tokyo

65 .1

Miami

64 .3

Los Angeles

60 .8

Rome

52 .6

Beijing

46 .2

Shanghai

43

Moscow

41.7

Paris

41.2

Sydney

40 .2

New York

34 .7

Geneva

32 .6

Singapore

25 .2

London

20 .6

Hong Kong

15

United State

Monaco

*

Based on apartments only

**

Based on prime price as at Sept 2013

*** Based on prime price as at Nov 2013

Source: All data comes from Knight Franks global network with the exception of: New York-Douglas Elliman/Miller Samuel
Source: https://www.cnbc.com/2014/03/05/10-most-expensive-markets-for-real-estate.html
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Where to find a property bargain around the world?
However, there is a serious mismatch of demand & supply in the real estate
markets around the world today. For many individuals - especially those
Country

of younger generations that cannot afford to buy and own physical
properties as their income growth is well behind the sharp increase of
real estate prices over the last decade.

Latest
annual rise

104

6.6 % 90

Prices vs wages
Prices vs rents

Poor Value

Canada

166

France

129

-2.2% 128

UK

Belgium

134

158

5.1% 131

3.5 % 125

0.7 % 147

Holland

Norway

New Zealand

104

164

170

-1.4% 117

-2.6 % 122

8.2 % 132

US

Spain

Italy

Australia

145

6.6% 128

Fair Value

104

104

93

6.6% 90

-4.9 % 107

-5.5% 108

Japan

Greece

Ireland

Good Value

Germany

91

5.1% 83

62

-1.9% 63

84

-7 % 103

96

4.3 % 92

Portugal

83

-1.5% 94

Source: https://www.telegraph.co.uk /finance/property/house-prices/10827469/House-prices-countries-with-the-cheapest-and-most-expensive-property-markets.html

Contributing factors to this situation are: (a) growing world population that translates into increased demand,
(b) increased supply of fiat money due to quantitative easing activities by central banks around the world,
(c) real estate companies focusing on high end properties that offer higher margins.
This has led to (a) individuals either looking for alternative means to own/invest into properties i.e. settle for
cheaper properties which may not meet their needs, or totally give up the idea to own any real estates at all,
(b) real estate market becoming clogged with properties that buyers can’t afford.
This issue is now deemed as one of the “black swans” that could bring down the world economy.
13
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1.2

Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
as a Form of Property Investment
Many REITs which were positioned as affordable alternatives to physical property
investment were launched over the last few decades to attract a wider range of new and
small investors into property investment. Global REIT market capitalization now stands
at approximately US$ 1.7 trillion, up from US$ 734b in 2010. Since 2010, the US REIT
market alone has grown by almost 150%, while the market capitalization of non-US REITs
has also more than doubled in United States dollars (USD) terms 4.

FIGURE 1: Reit Market Cap by Market, 2010 vs 2016 (US$B)
Malaysia

1200

Belgium
US

1000

147%

All markets

800

excluding US

600

100%

Mexico
South africa
Hong kong
Other
Canada
Singapore

400

France
United kingdom

200

Japan

0

Australia

2010 ex US 2016 ex US (3 AUG)

2010 US

2016 US (3 AUG)

Source: SNL Financial

While REITs offer many advantages such as a low cost of entry, high liquidity and lower risks,
they do however have their own drawbacks which shouldn’t be ignored:

•

Lack of category diversification:
each REIT typically focuses on a specific category of properties, e.g. retail REIT, warehouse REIT etc.,
thus any downtrend of specific property segment will affect the returns of these REITs;

•

Lack of geographical diversification:
most properties held by individual REITs are located in a specific country/geographical location,
thus geographical risks are not addressed by most REITs;

•

No option for direct ownership of property:
REITs only offer investment returns through dividend pay-outs and potential equity price appreciation,
without any option to own any of the properties under management outright.

4.

Global Perspective 2016 REIT Report - EY

Chapter

02

Digitising
Real Estate
Investment
through

Blockchain
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Digitising Real Estate Investment through Blockchain

2.1

Blockchain as the Backbone
of Cryptocurrencies
A block chain is commonly known as a public ledger of all cryptocurrency
transactions. It is a ground-breaking form of distributed ledger technology which
traces and records transactions of any asset class (including properties) that has
value. Everyone in the blockchain network can access the entire list of transactions,
and they jointly operate and control the whole system. Decentralization allows the
blockchain technology to have increased capacity and better data quality, as well
as secured and faster settlement processes. In addition, it helps to eliminate risks
of centralized data control.
These inherent features of block chain address many shortcomings found in traditional
financial systems. For this reason it has far-reaching potential and is poised to change
global economic and social systems. As a result, block chains form an essential
backbone for cryptocurrencies that have great potential to revolutionise the financial
industry as we know it today.

BLOCKCHAIN AS
ENABLER Common Features
of Cryptocurrency

Features
Digital

Decentralisation

Open Source

These are some of the
key features of blockchain
and how they make
cryptocurrencies a robust

Tamper-proof

Security

Attributes
Digital currency ownership registered on a
digital distributed ledger.
Reduce cost of trust by eliminating central authority on
the currency which makes it incorruptible.
All source code is available online,
thus increasing transparency.
Once a transaction is posted on the blockchain,
it becomes immutable and irrevocable.
To crack a Blockchain, someone would have to hack every
device involved in the Blockchain network simultaneously.

form of digital money:
Distributed
Consensus

Each digital currency transaction uses a mechanism for
obtaining consensus in a decentralised way.

Strongly
Authenticated

The identity of each participant in blockchain
transactions can be verified.

Cryptography

Cryptographic techniques are used to verify
transactions and protect identities.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

2.2

Emergence of Cryptocurrency as Digital
Investment Instrument
Cryptocurrencies, which were initially created to digitize currency,
have quickly emerged as a mainstream investment option,
after many investors observed Bitcoin’s booming performance in
the market over the last 3 years.

Through the features offered by blockchain as the technology enabler, cryptocurrency
investors are excited with the idea of investing into digital assets and expecting to
obtain speculative profits. Today, most of the cryptocurrencies are established on
a crowdfunding basis called an Initial Coin Offering (ICO). As of June 2018, the total
number of cryptocurrencies in the market is over 1600 and growing according to
CoinMarketCap.com
Nonetheless, cryptocurrency investment can be a double-edged sword. Veteran cryptocurrency
investors will discern that there are several significant downsides to many existing cryptocurrencies
offered in the market. One of the major drawbacks is this kind of investment asset has historically
been more volatile than other liquid assets. There are some contributing factors leading to its
attribute of high volatility, causing cryptocurrencies to experience great fluctuations in
pricing/value over time. Most cryptocurrencies do not offer physical products, services or any form
of revenue streams, thus they have no intrinsic value or are not backed by any assets.
Without any revenue generating capabilities in the form of revenue or profit, these
cryptocurrencies which sell “dreams” or “future promises” rely on market sentiment and media
exposure to drive adoption and therefore are highly speculative in nature. Furthermore, lack of
regulatory guidelines has opened doors for market manipulation which also introduces volatility.
Lastly, most of the cryptocurrencies are facing upscaling challenges as the currency grows.

17
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Understanding the strengths and limitations of traditional REIT and cryptocurrencies respectively,
we knew that bringing together these two instruments with complementing advantages offered by
each of them, we could create the MPV token. MPV tokens are a brand new and exciting form
of digital real estate ownership that is now available to the public which offers secured,
asset backed tokens with less volatility. More importantly, MPV tokens address the mismatched
demand and supply of real estate markets around the world through their unique features.

3.1

What is MPV?
Master Property Value (MPV) is the first of its kind of Real Estate investment
instrument. It is a tokenised Real Estate ownership program that offers the best of
both physical and digital forms, where tokens issued are backed by a collection of
physical real estate assets valued by local certified valuers from the onset.
In other words, the valuation of the new tokens issued are based on the
prevailing market value of the real estate in the portfolio.

The following are the key benefits of MPV token
versus the direct purchase of property, REIT,
or property crowdfunding based
cryptocurrencies/tokens.

VS.

Typical Cryptocurrencies
• Property backed ICO, priced based
on asset values

VS.

Traditional REIT

• Properties pledged to trust company,
subjected to full regulatory compliance

• “Invest and own” model
• Token tradable 24/7 with full
transparency & secured
• Diversified assets across
different property categories

• Value creation through injections of
new properties

Key Benefits of

• Additional divestment option
through ownership of property

VS.

Ownership of Property
• Property purchase price locked in
from day 1 (in form of tokens)
• Huge portfolio of properties to
choose from (various categories,
include those in overseas)

19
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3.2

The Key Propositions of
MPV Tokens

•

Similar to traditional REITS, token backed by physical properties which are pledged to
independent trust and are subject to full regulatory compliance.

•

Properties pledged to independent trust are managed by appointed asset management
companies and are subject to full performance audits. These professional teams focus on
creating value on assets under management resulting in the market value of MPV tokens
increasing over time.

•

Through its income yielding capability in the form of dividend pay-outs and value appreciation
of assets under management, MPV tokens are a good investment alternative to low-risk
savings products like bank deposits and bonds.

•

Under the unique “invest and own” model, MPV investors are offered the option to
exchange physical properties under management, utilizing MPV tokens they already own
without involving fiat money.

•

Each MPV token carries partial values of the total properties under management in different
locations across the world. Holding MPV tokens provides a way for property to be passed to
next of kin without being subjected to property related taxes.

•

The property portfolio will continue to expand through injection of new properties from
different categories across diverse geographical locations on a regular basis, thus lowering
risk through diversification.

•

Tokens are easily tradable on cryptocurrency exchanges, where token transactions and
ownership are managed under the secured block chain technology with full transparency
and security.

•

MPV tokens can be used as a payment for rental and usage of properties under management.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

The following table shows a comparison of
MPV tokens vs. other forms of investment options
(i.e. stock equity, crowdfunding ICO, REIT
and direct purchase):

MPV
MPV

Equity
Investment

Crowdfunding
ICO

REIT

Direct
Purchase

Easily Accessible
Easily accessible by
general public

Asset Backed

(backed by physical / tangible
asset at launch)

Turn into Physical Assets

N/A

(offer options to own assets under
management outright)

Low Threshold of Entry
(lower initial / set up fee)

Low Transaction Fees
Asset Valuation

(backed by physical /
tangible asset at launch)

Physical
Physical
properties
properties
backed
backed

Potentially
overvalued with
high PE

No physical
assets pledged
at ICO

Potentially
overvalued with
high PE

Potentially
overvalued of
market price

Tradable 24/7

(available to buy / sell at any
time with ease)

Price Transparency

(full information readily available)

Lower Volatility

(diverse holding within / across
asset categories)

Dividend

(payable based on tokens
units hold)
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3.3

Why is MPV the Preferred Choice of
Digital Real Estate Investment?
As it brings the best features of a matured asset class (i.e. real estate) and a new generation of distributed
database technology that promises great potential forward, MPV tokens appeal to a diverse group of traditional
real estate and crypto investors:

3.3.1

For Traditional Real Estate Investors
•

Investors have access to diverse categories of real estate at a minimum investment
threshold, which previously unaffordable to a majority of the population;

•

Higher liquidity and price transparency, with tokenised properties available for
outright ownership. Also, MPV tokens can be traded from anywhere 24/7;

•

Offers the opportunity to own various types of properties in different part of the
world under management through our unique “invest and own” model;

•

Through market valuation for every real estate property under management,
it offers total transparency of market pricing and reduces information asymmetry
between professional and retail market participants;

•

Eliminating potential fraud and conflicting ownership registries with all transactions
done in single public block chain;

•

A diversify real estate portfolio provides high potential returns for the
same level of risk, and

•

The opportunity to purchase income generating assets through rental yield and
value appreciation of assets under management.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

3.3.2

Wealth Management and Planning
MPV tokens is a great option for those who are doing wealth planning and management

• MPV Tokens are easily transferable to intended party without tedious
documentations and processes

• Offers high liquidity and diversification of risk
• Investors’ interest are well protected with assets held through independent
trust companies

• Value protection with 100% backed by real estates on 1-for-1 parity
• Giving flexibility to recipients what they want to do with the tokens
(to cash out, to exchange for physical properties or to keep and earn dividend)

3.3.3

Home Buyers
MPV Token as a viable alternative for home buyers:

• Exchange for physical property with MPV Tokens
• Offers certainty – rate of exchange for each physical property is fixed at the time of
•
•
•
•

3.3.4

property listing and remain constant over time
Choose from a huge pool of high quality properties from around the world
Lower point of entry – start investing from as low as one MPV Token
No time constraints – collect and keep MPV Token as long as the investors intended
Earn dividend on tokens owned

Investors of other Financial Instruments
MPV tokens is an attractive alternative to the other common investment:

• 100% backed by real estate around the world, which traditionally being less volatile
•
•
•
•

compare to equity investment
Offers stable return that derived from ongoing rental incomes of real estate portfolio
Price transparency with high liquidity, buy and sell of fractional real estate ownership
Tradable 24/7
Value protection with option to exchange physical properties around the world
with MPV Tokens

3.3.5

Cryptocurrency Investors
Compared to other cryptocurrencies available in the market, MPV Tokens is
an attractive option because

• It is a licenced Credit Token under Labuan Financial Services and Securities Act 2010,
governed by Labuan Financial Services Authority

• Value protection as new MPV Tokens issued after new assets are enlisted on
1-for-1 parity basis

• 100% backed by physical real estates from around the world
• Option to exchange for physical real estates with MPV tokens
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What is a
Tokenised Economy?
A Tokenised Economy refers to any real assets like properties, offices,
cars, motorcycle or even paintings, which can be converted into digital
tokens and offer shared ownership of assets or even be used to raise funds,
without having to worry about cross-border country regulations. A tokenised
economy typically eliminates middlemen thus offering a lower cost of
ownership/transaction to investors 5.
Through MPV, tokenised real estate offers one of the best investment
instruments available to a broad base of customers, whom are looking out
for exciting yet secured investment options under such volatile and uncertain
economic conditions. The block chain, being the technology enabler, allows
a traditional investment like property ownership to become more affordable,
efficient, transparent and secured.

5.

https://medium.com/@Willitchang/the-tokenized-economy-b120815be01f
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4.1

Securitisation with Physical Real Estate
Similar to asset backed equities under traditional REITS, tokens issued under MPV are backed by real estate
pledged in trust and held by licenced trust companies, ensuring secured ownership of the properties.
From there, MPV Capitals Ltd shall issue tokens of equitable value to public. Management of the properties is
undertaken by a dedicated Property Management Company. All companies are owned by MPV (L) Foundation,
with MPV token holders as beneficiaries of the Foundation. Proceeds from the property management are
distributed to the Foundation, which in turn distributes these profit to the MPV token holders in the form
dividend to be paid 6. The valuation of MPV tokens issued are equitable to the prevailing market value of the
properties at the point of token issue.
The relationship between real estate and MPV tokens which are issued through blockchain technology could
be illustrated as follows:

Public Trust Companies
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Proﬁts generated
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token holders
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MPV Tokens of equitable
value are issued by
MPV Capitals Ltd. and sell
to token investors
Dividend*
*Terms and Conditions Applied

6.

There may be periods where profit may have been recorded that is insufficient for the Foundation to declare a dividend resulting in no distributions
being made for that period.
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4.1.1

Roles of the Foundation
•

An independent entity that carries fiduciary responsibilities and risks on
behalf of MPV investors.

•

Performs a broad range of duties from making decisions and judgments
related to real estate income distributions, to record keeping, reporting, accounting,
initiating transactions, managing trust assets through the asset management property,
filing taxes, and more.

•

To monitor operation of the pledged properties in accordance with the
financial performance target.

•

To ensure full compliance of local statutory laws in managing the properties.

•

Monitoring the structure in accordance with the charter.

•

To execute transfer of property to MPV investor under the “invest and own” scheme.

4.1.2

Role of the Trust Companies
•

The Trustees hold the shares in the company that own the properties under a trust.

•

The Trustees are in turn unable to deal with the property in any way without the
consent of the Foundation as outlined in the Trust Deed. This ensures that the
property is held securely and no one party can take control of the structure.

How does the Foundation and the
Trust Companies Protect the Interests of
MPV Investors?

4.1.3

•

With the terms and conditions clearly defined in the Foundation’s Charter
and the Trust Deeds, the interest of both investors and trustees
are well protected within the existing regulatory framework.

•

The Foundation is obliged to hire independent external auditors to
audit the accounts, as well as conducting annual general meeting (AGM) to
present the financial result and future plans to investors.

•

Investors are further protected by professional indemnity insurance
against financial losses arising from professional negligence of the Foundation,
Asset Management Company or that of employees in the conduct of the business.
The insurance offers indemnity strictly on legal liability basis.
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4.1.4

Enlisting of New Properties
MPV has the option to include properties of different types (e.g. residential, commercial,
leisure, land etc.) into the portfolio, with the aim to create value and diversification
for the MPV token investors. The enlistment of new properties shall be subject to the
following guidelines:

Criteria of Real Estate Enlistment Into MPV

(i)
•

Primary completed and freehold real estate, which could be
inherited by successors or next of kin of MPV token holders;

•

Valuation of the real estate must be carried out by licenced valuers
to establish fair market value;

•

Real estate that provides potential and sustainable rental return
and/or capital appreciation;

•

Diversified real estate categories without over representation
from any specific type/segment of properties;

•

New/established township or real estate categories/types, across
cities around the world which offer high potential of rental income
and/or capital appreciation; and

•

Social political consideration: stable politics, no racial/economic
discrimination, good education system, high quality health care
facilities, liveable cities which offer first class public facilities.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

(ii)

New Real Estate Enlistment and Tokenisation
•

MPV has access to a pool of real estates which are ready to be
injected and tokenised.

•

The injection of new real estate typically involves the following steps:
»»

Real estate under consideration must fulfil all criteria set forth
under (i).;

»»

Due diligence shall be conducted by independent risk
management including real estate valuation carried out by
licenced valuers, extensive real estate site and building survey,
evaluating financial and income generating potential, statutory
related matters etc. will be carried out. A final report will be
made available for decision making;

»»

The new real estate will be entrusted to the trust
companies which is responsible to fulfil regulatory and
administrative requirements;

»»

MPV shall then issue new tokens equivalent to the prevailing
market value of the new real estate acquired and offered for
sale at Crypto Exchanges; and

»»

The real estate fixed redemption value (in number of tokens) will
be set during token issuance and be listed onto MPV portal.

4.1.5

Property Exchange with MPV Tokens
Under its unique “invest and own” scheme, MPV investors are offered the option to
own the real estate held by trust company by surrendering the number of MPV tokens
pre-determined at the point of listing.
More details of the real estate exchange with MPV token will be covered under
section 5 below
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4.2

MPV Tokens Enabled by Blockchain
Technology
In MPV, the blockchain technology will serve as the distributed ledger to store all transaction records and
are available to the public. This is an overwhelming advantage as opposed to traditional records that are
stored in centralized databases, where investors have to trust the company’s integrity in maintaining the
records of transaction and their ownership over the tokens. As all transactions and token ownerships are
transparent and available to the public, independent parties are able to perform verification in order to
guarantee the validity and transparency of transactions by MPV management. The continuity, irrevocability,
and irreversibility of the blockchain ledger prevents the MPV management from creating fictitious
transactions, unscrupulous manipulation or backdating of transactions. Fraud can also be prevented
because it is the blockchain’s nature to prevent double spending and keep track of all the transfers of
assets. Thus, by harnessing the power of this new technology, things that cannot be achieved a decade ago
are now possible.

4.3

MPV Tokens as Digital Currency
MPV tokens represent the total value of the fungible and tradeable real estate portfolio entrusted to the trust
companies. The MPV tokens are enabled by Ethereum blockchain technology with ERC20 standard. The same
MPV tokens are also the only denominated mode of payment for physical real estate redemption under MPV.
The exchanging of property using MPV tokens will be discussed in detail under section 5.3.
The following highlights the functions and advantages of MPV tokens in replacement of fiat currencies:

4.3.1

Functions of MPV Tokens in Replacement of
Fiat Currencies
•

MPV token as a store of value:
MPV tokens act as a digital asset to hold the economic value of properties. It provides
the investor with benefits of the underlying real estate income such as rental income
and price appreciation.

•

MPV token as medium of transaction:
it provides an alternative way of safely transacting real estate asset values on the
blockchain without inflicting losses due to volatility.

•

MPV token acts as an asset backed credit token:
it allows investors to barter for ownership of physical real estate by exchanging its value.

•

MPV tokens provide better payment solutions:
The immutable blockchain technology make transactions fast and secure,
thus token become a better payment solution. Since assets are tokenised, it also
increases liquidity and flexibility to transact more efficiently.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

4.4

The Unique Features and Key Benefits
of MPV Tokens
•

1-For-1 Property Value Parity: MPV Tokens are 100% secured with global real estates and
held by independent trust companies. The market value of MPV tokens are always equitable to
the total market value of the real estate portfolio within MPV structure.

•

Stable Value: The value of MPV tokens are fully collateralised by top quality global real estates.
This is the key factor in ensuring the stability and sustainability of MPV token values, in line with
property market prices around the world.

•

Enhanced Security: All MPV’s real estates are held through and supervised by public trust
companies. Also, MPV adopts the latest blockchain technology to reinforce security on all
online transactions.

•

High Liquidity: Taking advantage of blockchain technology, the highly priced real estates can now
be divided into small fractions at lower unit price. It also allows transfer of property rights digitally,
thus making the transactions fast and simple.

•

Lower Cost of Entry: MPV has introduced an innovative model that promotes fractional
real restate ownership, so that everyone can own and earn returns from real estate with lower
capital commitment. As a result, it opens the door to many people to participate in the global
real estate market.

•

Exchange for Physical Properties: MPV Token holders can exchange or rent real estates around
the world using the tokens they own. The rate of exchanging physical real estate will be fixed at
the time of property listing, with the number of MPV Tokens required to exchange each unit of
property remains constant over time.

•

Return on Investment: The profits generated from the real estates portfolio under MPV will be
distributed as dividend to eligible MPV token holders, subject to the terms and conditions set.

•

Inheriting Token Ownerships: MPV Token holders can transfer their MPV tokens seamlessly
to family members or anyone as part of their wealth planning, so that the beneficiaries can
continue to enjoy the benefits of MPV Tokens, including exchanging for physical real estate
from around the world.

•

Freehold Properties: MPV always target to own real estates with freehold titles because they carry
higher value and greater growth potential of value as the time goes by. This is also to ensure the
real estate are always ready for exchange with MPV Tokens.

•

Properties in Most Livable Cities: The growth potential of real estates’ value is often closely
associated with the urban environmental and social setting. Geographical elements such as location
and safety index are carefully screened and analyzed by professional risk management teams, to
ensure only high-quality real estates are enlisted to protect the interests of MPV Token holders.

In conclusion, MPV tokens can be transacted easily through cryptocurrency exchanges, with transactions
to exchange tokens for physical real estate completed almost instantly upon fulfilment of set criteria as
compared to traditional property ownership transfer. This greatly increases the liquidity of MPV tokens.
The blockchain network will accept transfers of tokens if the token holder is able to provide the private
key of the wallet or signed the transaction record as a proof of wallet ownership.
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This section will discuss in detail the
MPV ecosystem which includes four main areas:
Token

Creation
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Earn
Dividends
on Token

04

Eco-System
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Token

Purchase

03
Tokens to

Exchange Properties
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5.1

Creation and Distribution of MPV Tokens
Unlike a typical ICO, MPV shall not issue new tokens without assets pledged in advance. The total number of
tokens in circulation is determined entirely by the valuation of the properties. The initial MPV token price is set
at USD100 per token. Following the initial issuance of the tokens, the value of the tokens will be determined by
the value of the new asset/Net Asset Value (NAV) of the token.
The market valuation of any real estate to be enlisted will be performed by licenced valuers to determine the
prevailing market value before it is pledged into a trust. Thus, the number of new MPV tokens to be issued as
the result of new properties pledged could be illustrated as follows:

FORMULA

1

FORMULA

2

FORMULA

3

Total value of MPV tokens
to be issued

=

⅀ (Valuation of all assets)
Total value of assets in portfolio*

Current MPV tokens value

=

Amount of new tokens
to be issued

Total value of MPV tokens to be issued

=

Number of token in circulation

Current MPV token value

*Excluding assets that has been redeemed

Before any new real estate is pledged, at least two independent property valuers will be hired to
establish the market value of the property.
Once a property is successfully pledged into a trust, MPV will issue a total number of MPV tokens based
on the market value of the pledged properties corresponding to the net asset value (NAV) of MPV
tokens in circulation. At the same time, the number of MPV tokens needed to exchange individual units
of the newly pledged property will also be fixed and published for public info. This exercise promises
full transparency and guarantees the value of the tokens held by both new and existing MPV investors.
The investors are further protected by the approved guidelines that clearly state no new MPV tokens
can be issued without new properties being pledged to the trustees.
MPV token will be created under the Ethereum blockchain, with an initial supply that matches the sum
of value of the property pledged. Whenever there are new properties brought in, a new supply of MPV
tokens will be added to the ecosystem and will be available for sales.
MPV Tokens will be offered via two distribution channels:

•

Listing on pre-selected crypto exchanges around the world where MPV has signed
commercial agreements; and

•

Through the official MPV portal which only available to certain institutional investors.
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5.2

Purchase of MPV Tokens
Unlike typical property crowdfunding ICOs in which tokens are issued without any asset backing, the total
supply of MPV tokens are tied to the total sum value of physical real estate pledged to the appointed Trust
Company. Additional MPV tokens can only be issued upon pledging of new properties to the trustee.

5.2.1

Purchase MPV Tokens from Crypto Exchanges
Investors could purchase MPV token through token exchanges at prevailing market
prices traded on the respective exchanges. Similarly, existing MPV token investors
could list their tokens for sale on the same exchanges.
MPV tokens could also be purchased directly from other investors that possess it,
however, the MPV company will not be responsibility for any disputes/losses due to
these activities outside of the MPV platform.

5.2.2

Purchase Token from MPV Portal
MPV could also offer tokens for sales via official portal to selected institutional
investors to purchase MPV
Tokens from MPV Portal, investors are required to:
1

Register an account on the MPV platform;

2

Confirm the email address by clicking on the confirmation link;

3

Completed the KYC flow by filling in personal details and
uploaded required documents;

4

Obtained approval from the MPV team; and

5

Enter a wallet address that is valid on the Ethereum Blockchain.

Once all the above steps are completed successfully, investors can place an order
in the system to proceed with the purchase of MPV tokens. The minimum amount
of MPV tokens in a single order is 10 units of MPV tokens.

5.2.3

Token Storage
MPV Tokens investors have option to store the tokens in their private Ethereum (ETH)
wallet. Investors are responsible for safeguarding the private key of their own wallet
account. The private key owner will be recognized by the blockchain as the rightful
owners of the smart asset being stored in the wallet – i.e. they will have full control
over all of the tokens.
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5.3

Exchange of Properties with MPV Tokens
In general, any MPV investors could utilize their MPV tokens to exchange for available properties under the
MPV platform. The number of tokens required to exchange individual unit of property shall be pre-determined
during initial token issuance of each new unit of property pledged to the MPV platform, with the rate of
exchange will stay unchanged perpetually.
Please refer to the illustration below for the high level property redemption process:

1. MPV TOKEN HOLDER
STEP 3
STEP 2

Check:

STEP 1

Status of
available asset

Visit the official
online platform
and choose
desired asset unit

No. of token required
for redemption

STEP 4

Initiate
Redemption Request on
the Desired Asset Unit:

Submit redemption
request via online platform

The number of MPV tokens
required for redemption
to be frozen in the wallet

Document Required:
• ID/Passport of token holder
• ID/Passport of beneﬁciary
• Correspondence address
and contact number
• Income tax form, invoice or
proof of income tax ﬁling

The chosen unit to
be locked down pending
completion of
redemption process

Redemption terms
and conditions

2. MPV OPERATION TEAM
Conduct KYC/AML & Due diligence procedure in accordance to local regulation

3. TRUSTEES & LEGAL
STEP 1

STEP 2

Process asset redemption request

SPA & other legal documentations

4. MPV TOKEN HOLDER & BENEFICIARY
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

To sign SPA and to comply
to all legal procedures of
local jurisdiction

The MPV tokens to be
destroyed directly from the
wallet of token holder

Handover property

Through the MPV portal, investors have visibility of each property currently available with the number of
MPV tokens required for exchange. MPV investors can only exchange specific real estate that is still available,
Investors will not be able to exchange the specific real estate that is already owned by other investors.
Exchange of real estate must comply with local laws, with the MPV token holders are responsible for any fees
incurred during the process, depending on the local law where the real estate is located.
On the other hand, when an investor exchanges a physical property, the number of MPV tokens will be
removed permanently from market circulation. This is to ensure real estate equivalent to the value of the
remaining MPV tokens under circulation are ready for exchange, thus protecting the token from inflation. The
value of MPV tokens circulating in the market will always be the same as the remaining value of the property
pledged to the trust.
Investors who own only partial MPV tokens but are interested in redeeming any specific real estate can send
an enquiry to MPV, whereupon customer service personnel will get in touch with the investors for next steps.
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5.4

Income Distribution and Value Appreciation
Besides prices which are tied to the supply & demand of tokens in the exchange, MPV token investors could
also earn potential return on their investment through the following avenues:

5.4.1

Income Distribution
Net profits after tax on rental and lease income of property will be distributed
as dividends accordingly to MPV holders, with the dividend policy and terms &
conditions to be defined before the issuance of first token. Dividends are expected
to be paid out annually as profits allow 7.
The income distribution is subjected to the terms and conditions, and only the eligible
Token investors will receive the pay out in the form of MPV token upon meeting the
conditions set forth.

5.4.2

Value Appreciation
As each MPV token represents partial ownership of the pledged real estate under
management located in cities around the world, the market value of MPV tokens are
closely tied to the total real estate portfolio value, plus the future earning and price
appreciation potential of the properties. Based on historical data, where real estate
prices have continually increased over the long term, the future market value of MPV
tokens is expected to increase over time.

5.5

KYC and AML Compliance
MPV operates under a highly transparent environment with its commitment to fully comply with the KYC and
AML guidelines issued by the Labuan Financial Services Authority 8, supported by third party service provider
where necessary. Typically, KYC and AML due diligence is conducted during these activities:

•
•
•

Registration of new account/digital wallet on MPV portal;
Dividend pay-outs: only investors with verified identity are eligible to receive dividends; and
Exchange of properties: investors are required to submit proof of identity and comply
with local laws & regulation in order to complete the property ownership transfer.

Furthermore, MPV complies with the Personal Data Protection guidelines of those countries which it
operates in.

7.
8.

Dividends will only be distributed where there is profit recorded from property management activities for that period as determined by the Foundation.
In Labuan, MPV complies with the Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing Act 2001, and the Guidelines on AML/CFT – Banking Sector issued by
the Labuan Financial Services Authority. In doing so, MPV complies with the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT)
– Digital Currencies (Sector 6) issued by Bank Negara Malaysia on 26th Feb 2018. Details referred to http://amlcft.bnm.gov.my
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6.1

Marketing and Sales
Marketing and sales efforts of MPV tokens shall be driven by the following broad direction:

•

Digitising the well-established investment option (real estate) through adoption of a new
age technology (blockchain) that offers efficiencies and transparencies that have never
been seen in property investment until now; and

•

A new investment instrument that will appeal to a broad base of both seasoned and new
age investors as MPV brings together the best features of both investment options that
they have to offer.

6.1.1

Marketing Initiatives
•

Positioning MPV tokens as the only recognised legal tender for the exchange of physical
real estate around the world under the MPV ecosystem

•

Marketing messages to focus on the following key highlights

HIGH
LIQUIDITY

MPV will be
listed & tradable on
cryptocurrency
exchange

Freehold
property can be
inherited by
future
generations

Annual dividend
from company
net profit to
be distributed
Value of
MPV to real
estate value is
1 to 1 parity

Relatively
low threshold
for diversified
property
participation

OFFLINE
SECURITY
Full ownership and
supervivison by
public trustee

Fully backed
by global real
estate, protect
MPV value

ONLINE
SECURITY
Adoption
of blockchain
technology

Real estate at
the world’s most
liveable cities

MPV can be
used to exchange
and rent global
real estate

All information and latest news of MPV Tokens will be published on the MPV official
website (www.mpvworld.com), as well as on popular social media platforms like WeChat
Official Account, Facebook, Instagram etc.
MPV will also runs series of roadshows/seminars at various locations around the world
to promote MPV Tokens, while continuously engaging local publications to create
awareness about this investment product.
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6.1.2

Sale Focus
An experienced sales team will be set up to handle pre and post sales of MPV tokens,
covering the following channels:

•
•
•
•
•

Online platform (including official portal, social media, investment forums etc.);
Crypto exchanges of which MPV tokens are enlisted.
Roadshows/seminars;
Member-get-member program; and
Telemarketing.

MPV Tokens will be offered to investors from around the world, and will mainly target
investors with a geographical breakdown as follow:

•
•
•
•
•

6.2

North Asia :

45%

Europe :

20%

South East Asia :

15%

Oceania :

12%

Middle East :

8%

Income and Cost
MPV focuses on the following areas for its performance benchmarking through www.mpvworld.com:

•
•
•

Transaction efficiencies (i.e. shorter transaction lead time) and transparencies;
Multiple sources of income (i.e. transaction fee, rental incomes, profits from disposal of
real estate, asset management fees etc.); and
Lower fees compared to other investment instruments, thus higher profit per token.

Any distribution of income will be determined by the Foundation and must only be made from realised net
profit after taking into consideration the following for the relevant period: -

•
•
•
•
•
•

Total returns for the period;
Income for the period;
Cash flow;
Stability and sustainability of distribution of income;
Net profit generated after deduction of all necessary expenses which may be potentially incurred
such as management and maintenance fee, operational expenses, etc; and
The investment objective and distribution policy of MPV.
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6.3

Technical Features of MPV Tokens
MPV Tokens is built on Ethereum Blockchain. Ethereum is an open-source, public, blockchain-based
distributed computing platform and operating system featuring smart contract (scripting) functionality.
Ethereum is prominently known as a decentralized platform for applications that run exactly as programmed
without any possibilities of downtime, fraud, censorship or third-party interference.
As Ethereum is open source, it offers transparency and trustworthiness, allowing the coding for our smart
contract. Solidity and the Ethereum development stack are rapidly becoming the industry benchmark. One
of the biggest advantages is the suite of tools available for developers on the Ethereum network. There are
a lot of well-established community and online resources available, including the availability of development
teams and smart contract audit teams. With the above, MPV is able to implement KYC through whitelisting
and restricted transaction mechanisms using the smart contract rules.

MPV token will be implemented using the ERC-20 token standard. The standard token on the
Ethereum blockchain is characterized by the following characteristics 9:

•
•
•
•
•

Makes assets interchangeable;
Used on compatible platforms, projects and exchanges;
Ensures operation with compatible decentralized applications (DApps);
Simplifies transactions with the receipt and sending of coins;
Interacts with other currencies, smart contracts;

When creating a token on a smart contract, it is aimed to achieve the key functions below 10:

•
•
•
•
•
•

9.
10.

Control of the initial number of coins and issue;
Assignment of the initial quantity to the company’s wallet address;
Sending assets to investors, recording the balance;
Distribution of coins among users for transactions, verification of their movement;
Checking the remaining balance;
Control the adequacy of the currency at the address for transmission.

https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/15752/what-is-the-erc-20-standard-erc-20-ethereum-tokens
https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/15752/what-is-the-erc-20-standard-erc-20-ethereum-tokens
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Operating Licence
MPV Capitals Ltd., a fully owned subsidiary of MPV (L)
Foundation which is incorporated in Labuan, Malaysia,
was granted an operating licence to carry on a Credit Token
Business under Section 86 of Labuan Financial Services
and Securities Act (LFSSA) 2010, by the Labuan Financial
Services Authority (LFSA).
This licence allows MPV Capitals Ltd to issue MPV Tokens in
accordance to the value of the pledged properties, and to
be freely traded on the registered crypto exchanges around
the world. MPV Capitals Ltd partners with other MPV (L)
Foundation subsidiaries are allowed to collect funds in
exchange of Tokens issued, as well as governing the rights
of MPV Token investors.
Other MPV (L) Foundation subsidiaries are granted Money Broking Licence and a Payment
System Licence under LFSSA 2010 to provide comprehensive services to investors including fund
collection/holding, and conversion of crypto to crypto or cash within the MPV Structure.
MPV plans to apply for similar operating licences in other jurisdictions, subject to resources and
business plans moving forward.

The World’s Premier
Blockchain Digital Asset Backed
by Global Real Estate
MPV Capitals Ltd., a Credit Token business licenced
under Labuan Financial Services and Securities Act
2010 (Licence No.:CT/19/0004)
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Timeline and Milestones
2017
Q3

• Ideation stages
• Form core working team

2018
Q1/Q2

• Consult legal institutions
• Consult international trust & financial institutions
• Engage with developer companies on ideas

Q3

• System architecture design and framework
• Prepare and update white paper
• Preparing business plans and setting up business structure

Q4

• Apply for a Credit Token licence in Labuan

2019
Q1

• Credit Token Licence granted by
Labuan Financial Services Authority (LFSA)

Q2

• Launch MPV online platform
• Presale (3-month period)
• Apply for token licences in other jurisdictions

Q3

• MPV Token Issuance
• Listing on selected Crypto Exchanges

2020
• Launch in 10 countries
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Legal Framework
• Establishment of MPV
• Its legal organization structure
• Public relationship between companies and
participants or investors of credit tokens
• Governance
• Annual reporting sub-section, external auditing, etc.

Chapter

10

MPV
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10.1

Core Team

Mr. David Hew Chee Seng

Mr. Ling Hoe Wai

Council Member, MPV Foundation

Council Member, MPV Foundation

With more than 12 years of sales

Mr. Ling has spent most of his career in the

experience with some of the major banks

mobile telecommunication and related industries,

in Malaysia, Mr. David Hew has established

participating in every stage of its dynamic growth

extensive networks with industry players

over two decades. He had worked in various

both in financial services as well as the

capacities in product management/development

properties sector. His dedication and

and marketing divisions of all major mobile

professionalism have made him one of the

telecommunication companies in Malaysia.

youngest Senior VP’s in the bank’s history.

His most recent employment with a
telecommunications company in Malaysia was as

Mr. David Hew subsequently moved on to

the Head of Sales Distribution Management, where

the property sector, where he was the CEO of

he led a team that operated the prepaid reload

a property development company that built

business with a monthly turnover of > RM170mil.

some of the most iconic condominiums in the
heart of KL, with GDV of more than RM500mil.

In between his long career in the telecommunications

His vast experience in both the property and

industry, he joined a couple of companies operating

financial sectors are essential in driving MPV

in Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG), a mobile

forward to become the property investment

device brand and a retail business. His last position

of choice in the 21st century.

before joining MPV was with an Electrical and Furniture
Retail Chain where he was the head the mobile device

Mr. David Hew graduated in the year

category, generating > RM60mil annual merchandise

1998 with a Bachelor Degree in Business

sales. Mr. Ling’s division was the main contributing

Administration, majoring in Finance and

division to the hugely profitable credit business.

Investment at Baruch College, CUNY,
New York City, USA.

Mr. Ling graduated in the year 1997 with a Bachelor
Degree in Business, majoring in Marketing from
Monash University, Australia.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

Madam Florence Lee has more than
30 years of experience in managing
both local and international businesses
that span across various industries,

Mdm. Florence Lee Poh Choo
Council Member, MPV Foundation

from property development, construction, hotel

the Chief Executive and Managing Director

chain, service industries like food and beverages,

of Menara Sentul and DJ Design & Supplies

car rental and consumer discretionary products.

Sdn. Bhd., which specialises in design, build,
and supply various types of furniture to many

Madam Florence Lee is the Managing

development projects in Malaysia.

Chairwoman of Solid Promenade Sdn. Bhd.,
a boutique property developer that focusing

Madam Florence Lee graduated in year 1976

on high end service apartment in the heart of

from RIMA College with a Degree in Marketing.

Kuala Lumpur and Petaling Jaya. She is also the
Managing Director of various associate companies:
Master Resources Development Sdn. Bhd. which
owns an office building in KL, as well as Master
Huafeng Resource Development Sdn. Bhd., Master
Huafeng Construction Sdn. Bhd., both are property
development companies in China. She is also
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Mr. Roger Lim has over
16 years of experience in the
property development and
construction industries.

Mr. Roger Lim Swee Kiat
Council Member, MPV Foundation

He started his career with Gamuda, where he was

In recent years, Mr. Roger Lim has ventured

primed for leadership, culminating in a prestigious

internationally with Melbourne, Australia being his

scholarship that raised his educational status

prime destination. Since 2013, he has acquired

from Diploma in Quantity Surveying to that of

several sites situated in the heart of Melbourne

MBA through the Australian Institute of Quantity

(King St-CBD, Exhibition St-CBD (joint venture with

Surveying, of which he has been a member

Salta Group), Phillip St-Mentone & Canterbury

since 2003. He then moved on to Gemarjaya

Road-LARA).

Development Sdn Bhd, Techjaya Builders
Sdn Bhd and Agenda Menang Sdn Bhd,

In recognizing his achievement, Mr. Roger Lim was

all of which are in the property development

awarded RHB Bank’s Prestige Top 40 awards

and construction sectors.

as an upcoming successful entrepreneur and his
company EBIC Holdings Sdn Bhd was also awarded

Subsequently, Mr Roger Lim set up his own

the SME 100 award of 2015 as one of the fastest

company, EBIC, in 2010 and become its

moving companies.

Managing Director. Over the course of just three
years, Mr. Roger Lim had secured an RM2.5bil
contract in the Middle East, with other notable
achievements including reviving a construction
company that was RM20mil in debt as well as
acquiring 74 acres of land within the Klang Valley
with a total GDV of RM500mil.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

Mr. Ronald Foo Mau Lea

Mr. Andy Tham Keen Fung

Council Member, MPV Foundation

Council Member, MPV Foundation

Mr. Ronald has more than 18 years of working

Mr. Andy Tham has over 8 years’ experience

experience across various industries. He started

in the banking industry. Before he joined Suite

his career with a US IT multinational in supply

Trade Properties, he was the Head of Mortgages

chain and product lifecycle management,

for Affin Bank Selangor region. His last position

where he was part of the core team in driving

held was Vice President of the Mortgage

supply efficiency for the Asia Pacific Region.

Sales Team.

Mr. Ronald continued his career in consulting

He has since joined Suite Trade Properties to

where he led a team that worked with clients

undertake and participate in the tasks of bulk

from electronic, pharmaceutical and

purchases as well as en-bloc purchases. Projects

telecommunications on business expansion

carried out are namely Regency Parc (120 units of

and go-to-market strategy. He subsequently

Semi Detached House), Zetapark @ KL (90 units of

joined a top tier local telecommunications

condominiums), Aragreens @ Ara Damansara

company and focused on sales channel

(150 units of high end condominiums), Country

management. He then moved on to channel

Heights Damansara (22 lots of high end bungalow

transformation through digitisation to improve

lands), and Nadayu 63 (100 units of high end

channel efficiency and delivering superior

serviced apartment).

customer experience. Mr. Ronald has since joined
a property company as Project Director and is

Mr. Andy Tham graduated in the year 2003

currently working on a residential project with

with a Bachelor Degree in Computing, majoring

GDV of > RM300mil.

in Business & Computing at University of
Portsmouth, United Kingdom.

Mr Ronald Foo Mau Lea graduated in the year
2000 with a Bachelor Degree in International
Business Administration, majoring in International
Management and Finance at University of
Northumbria, Newcastle, United Kingdom.
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Mr. Lio Chee Yeong practices as an Advocate
and Solicitor in Malaysia since 1997 after
qualified as a Barrister at Law from Middle
Temple, London, UK. He is also a Notary Public
appointed by the Attorney General’s Chamber.
He is the key partner of Messrs Lio & Partners,
a legal firm which has 5 branches in Penang
and Selangor. He is a registered Mediator of
the Malaysian Mediation Centre and a member
of the Malaysian Institute of Arbitrators.

Mr. Lio Chee Yeong
Council Member, MPV Foundation

He has also been appointed as a Visiting
Research Fellow of the China-ASEAN Legal
Research Centre of the China Law Society and
the South West University of Political Science
and Law, China.
Mr. Lio has also been active in various Business
Associations and non-profit organisations
throughout the country since year 2000.

10.2

Partners

Smart Contract Developer

Smart Contract Audit

Trustees

External Auditor

Property Architect

Internal Auditor

PDK Management Services

Advisory

Panel of Property Valuers

Chapter
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Risk Factors & Mitigation

11.1

Real Estate Acquisition
1

Pre-assessment shall be conducted prior to any acquisition of properties.

2

Areas/factors to be assessed and considered include but are not limited
to the following: -

i)

Freehold Property as Primary Choice
•
•
•

Long term ownership of the property.
Abate concerns around any lease agreements running out and/or lease
not being extended by the authorities.
Freehold property will be able to fetch better value and appreciate in
tandem with inflation and development of the neighborhood. Unlike
leasehold property, as the years go by the remainder of the lease reduces
and the value of property may decrease in line with the lease period,

•

resulting in the property becoming difficult to sell.
Ownership on the property is for long term and can be passed on to
future generations.

ii)

Location & Environment
•
•
•
•
•

iii)

Target and focus 100 cities of the most livable cities
(with the focus on town areas with a prime location).
The location of a property is one of the primary considerations.
Neighborhood factors such as education, crime rate, amenities,
healthcare, infrastructure, population, politic, etc.
Infrastructure and accessibility.
Climate and free from natural disaster, etc.

Legal and Regulatory
•
•

Approval from the relevant authorities shall be obtained prior to
any acquisition of property.
Appointment and engagement of local legal advisor to ensure full
compliance with legal regulatory obligations such as ownership,

•

use of property (for Airbnb, etc).
The company must ensure that the appointed local legal advisor has the
necessary experience, capability, resources and competence to deal with
the legal and other regulatory, requirement of real estate.

3

The Standard Operation Procedure Policy (SOPP) shall be made available and as a
guidance to follow for any acquisition of properties.

4

Recommendations will be submitted to the council after the assessment.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

11.2

Valuation/Property Value
1

Must take all reasonable steps and exercise due diligence to ensure that
the properties are correctly valued.

2

Must ensure the value/purchase price of property is fair and accurate.

3

Engagement and appointment of an independent professional valuer for
evaluation such as Knight Frank, CBRE WTW (f.k.a.CH Williams), Jones Lang
Wootton, etc must be conducted.

4

To ensure effectiveness of cost management.

5

The relevant documents i.e. formal valuation report will be made available
and uploaded onto MPV portal for easy reference, ensuring transparency.

6

The valuation by an independent professional valuer must be carried out at
least once a financial year for all real estate in the MPV portfolio and for all
properties to be acquired.

7

In the event where an incorrect valuation occurs, the management company
must take immediate remedial action to rectify the incorrect valuation and
notify both the trustee and the Foundation.

11.3

Concentration Risk
1

Diversification of portfolio – geographically and type of property
(residential, retail, etc).

2

Investment and property portfolio–Key focus of the portfolio would be on
residential property initially with venturing into retail in future.

3

Revision of the investment portfolio will be carried out from time to time to
ensure the investment is well diversified to mitigate the concentration risk.

4

The maximum investment shall not be more than 20% of the total portfolio.

5

Information of the development projects and properties available will be
uploaded and updated onto the MPV portal.
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11.4

Issuance and Elimination of MPV Tokens
1

Creation (with enlisting of new property) and Elimination (with redemption and
disposal of property) of Tokens may be added under this section. MPV must instruct
the Foundation in writing to create or cancel units of tokens.

2

The Foundation shall create or cancel tokens immediately upon receipt of, and in
accordance with the instructions given by the management company.

3

MPV must not, when giving instructions to the Foundation for the creation or elimination
of tokens, do or omit to do, anything which would confer on itself a benefit at the
expense of a token holder or an investor.

4

Any instruction for the creation or elimination of tokens may be modified but only if
the Foundation agrees and has taken reasonable care to determine that: -

11.5

a)

The modification corrects an error in the instruction; and

b)

The error is an isolated one.

Property Redemption using MPV Tokens
1

The available units/properties for redemption and the details shall be made available on
MPV’s platform such as:

•
•
•
•
•
2

Date of acquisition;
No of tokens issued for the subject property (during the acquisition/enlisting);
Description of the property;
Status of current properties (vacant/tenanted); and
No of tokens required for redemption.

Upon confirmation/selection of unit by the MPV holder through MPV portal, MPV shall issue a
Letter of Instruction (LI) to the property management company perform the release and transfer
of property together with the details of potential owner for the subject property according to the
terms and conditions outlined in the guidlines.

3

The Trustee shall upon receipt of the LI confirm with the Foundation that the property is
to be released then instruct the local legal advisor/solicitor to prepare the Sale and
Purchase Agreement and contact the purchaser for execution of the relevant documents,
subject to local law and regulation.

4

Any costs and expenses in connection with the transfer shall be at the expense of the purchaser.

5

The estimated completion time for the transfer of property shall be subject to the legal
documentation and the transferring process. The process may be varied depend on local legal
and regulation of respective countries.

MPV Credit Token White Paper

11.6

Property Management
1

Appointment and engagement of a professional property management
team for management and maintenance of the assets.

2

The property manager must possess the necessary qualifications and
experience in real estate management.

3

More value can be added with higher yields with a good management team
and good condition of the assets.

4

Hassle free – with engagement of a local property management team for
maintenance and management of properties.

11.7

Periodic Portfolio/Investment Review
1

Periodically review (every 3, 6, 12 months as interval) – to ensure that the
investment and property portfolio continue to generate stable income and
maximize the Return on Investment (ROI).

11.8

2

To assess and review the risk and investment profile from time to time.

3

For costing control & ensure effectiveness and healthy portfolio management.

Transparency & Accessibility
1

Financial Statement based on approved accounting standards will be updated
on quarterly basis and audited accounts will be made available for investors
to review at MPV portal.

2

Accessibility of investors and public at MPV portal will be provided to enable
transparency of the company’s performance and use of funds.

3

Hold a general meeting (‘Annual General Meeting’) in every calendar year
within six (6) months of the MPV’s financial year end.
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Dispute Resolution
Any and all disputes must be directed to the Foundation to be
addressed under the internal dispute resolution procedure
contained in the Customer Complaint Handling Policy.
Customers will receive acknowledgement of their complaint being
received and will be advised of contacts for external dispute
resolution should this be required.
Customers will be kept informed of the progress and outcome of
the investigation into the complaint by the Foundation as per terms
of the Customer Complaint Handling Policy.

Licensed under Labuan Financial Ser vices & Securities Act 2010
Licence No.: CT/19/0004

Unit 4A(1), Main Office Tower, Financial Park Complex Labuan,
Jalan Merdeka, 87000 Labuan F.T. Malaysia
Email: enquiry@mpvworld.com

w w w.mpv world.com

MPV CAPITALS LTD

